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Preface
The Cisco Connected Assets solution is developed to easily connect different types of sensors, and
leverage the capabilities of edge and cloud-based processing to provide business intelligence insights to
help the customers optimize operations and improve productivity and efficiency. The initial focus of
Connected Assets is Site Asset Management (SAM). This solution will help operators to monitor the
status of and control many aspects of assets in remote sites from a central location, thus improving
service response time and reducing OPEX.

Navigator
•

Chapter 1, “System Overview,” introduces the Connected Assets CVD 3.0 solution. It also gives the
list of use cases addressed by this design guide.

•

The second chapter, Chapter 2, “System Architecture,” covers the end-to-end system architecture.
It gives design considerations for various aspects such as network connectivity, security, and NOC.

•

The next chapter, Chapter 3, “System Components,” enlists Cisco and third-party components, both
at the cell site and the NOC.

•

Chapter 4, “System High Availability and Scalability” covers the system high availability and
scaling aspects; it also gives the recommendation for server sizing, storage, and network bandwidth
requirement between each cell site and the NOC.

Document Objective and Scope
This design guide provides a comprehensive explanation of the Cisco Connected Assets 3.0 system
design. It includes information about the system's architecture, possible deployment models, and
guidelines for implementation and configuration. The guide also recommends best practices and
potential issues when deploying the reference architecture.
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1

System Overview
This chapter includes the following major topics:
•

Solution Use Cases, page 1-2

•

Partner Information, page 1-3

•

Cisco Solution Unique Selling Points, page 1-3

This Cisco Connected Assets 3.0 Design Guide addresses the design and implementation details of Site
Asset Management (SAM). SAM solutions can be used for various applications with remote site assets,
including:
•

Cell towers

•

Utility substations

•

Oil and gas pump sites

•

Remote ATM machines

A SAM solution for asset management applied to cell towers is detailed here as an example.
In the case of cell towers, the SAM service can help service providers secure, operate, and optimize their
infrastructure. The wealth-creating ability of mobile telecommunications operators and tower
companies, for example, depends on the cost, effectiveness and availability of their networks that are
composed of thousands of remote and unattended base transceiver stations (BTS). The success of many
operations in telecommunications and other industries relies on the remote monitoring of the
performance of these costly assets.
BTS sites are exposed to certain hazards such as theft, destruction, harsh weather conditions or
malfunctions of equipment. Having intelligence on the tower sites help to keep them running and
prevents financial losses.
BTS often have a suboptimal performance level due to inefficient resource utilization. Enhanced remote
management capabilities are the basis for substantial cost savings and improvements in efficiency and
utilization of a given site infrastructure.
Cisco SAM services consist of a secure and manageable hardware and software solution. The solution
offers energy reporting and management, remote monitoring and management, systematic actions from
well-defined events, pre-defined Network Operation Center (NOC) interfaces, and easy-to-use
configuration to accelerate deployment.
When successfully deployed, this solution provides a single view of all assets located at the site and
detailed information on telemetry data. The solution is comprised of a combination of the following:
•

Site Security

•

Advanced Analytics
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•

Environmental Monitoring

•

Detailed Reporting

•

HVAC Management

•

Security Management

•

Access Management

•

Power Monitoring

•

Multi-tenant Power Monitoring

•

Energy Usage and Optimization by Asset-type

•

Fuel Monitoring

•

Data Visualization

•

Other Internet of Things (IoT) sensor data with analytics, reporting, and visualization capability

Solution Use Cases
SAM 3.0 addresses the following use cases:
•

Environmental Monitoring (Operational Continuity):
– A number of environmental sensors, such as temperature, humidity sensors, as well as water

intrusion, smoke detectors, and hazardous gas sensors are connected on the site. These sensors
send real-time alarms to the NOC when threshold crosses occur.
– The remote environmental monitoring helps to gather fine-grained data on environmental

parameters for further analysis.
– Determination of optimal environmental settings.
•

Security Management (Operational Continuity):
– Surveillance of the entire tower site with cameras and motion detection sensors, triggering

alarms in case of unauthorized access.
– Detecting copper theft (earthing wire), thus increasing the security of the tower site in case of

a lightning strike.
•

Access Management (Operational Efficiency):
– Keypads allowing keyless entry and logging access to the site.
– Provides work time-stamp control.
– Enables remote access granted to sites from the NOC.

•

Power Monitoring (Operational Continuity):
– Monitoring the battery, generator, and rectifier and providing their parameters.
– Predefined thresholds generating alarms to the NOC.
– Data and energy logging allows for detailed breakdown of energy consumption for

comprehensive business analytics.
•

Multi-tenant Power Monitoring (Operational Efficiency):
– Multi-tenant site operations, meaning that different Telco operators use one tower site and are

paying only for the energy they have consumed.
– Efficient use of already existing tower site infrastructure.
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– Detailed power consumption per tenant per tower site. Export to billing systems and generating

performance analysis reports.
•

Fuel Monitoring (Operational Continuity):
– Fuel level sensors help to determine when the next refill is due, as well as detects theft by

tapping; therefore helping to prevent generator damage.
– Constant tapping of minor amounts of fuel can be revealed using flow sensors in the fuel pipe

to the generator, as well as door contacts on the fuel cap, which shows whether it has been
opened besides scheduled refilling visits.
•

Video Surveillance and Analytics:
– Capability to view live video from any camera(s) of any site(s) dynamically selected by the

operator accomplish Live Video Surveillance.
– Correlating events from sensors and cameras and aligning the events with the corresponding

recorded video clip of the designated cameras help identify root cause of an event.
– To minimize usage of costly and scarce backhaul bandwidth, video recording should happen

locally at the cell site and should be streamed out of cell site only on operator request and on
occurrence of a monitored video/sensor event.
– Single pane of glass should embed fault, configuration, accounting, performance, and security

(FCAPS) along with video surveillance and video analytics.

Partner Information
azeti Networks is a global provider of M2M technology for a variety of verticals. Cisco has partnered
with azeti to provide an end-to-end solution for SAM for cell towers. azeti has pioneered the building of
the sensor gateway and control products that interface with Modbus 7-based sensors. In the current
project, azeti sensor gateway software (azeti Site Controller) is used at the cell site and azeti Control
Panel software is used in the NOC.

Cisco Solution Unique Selling Points
•

Highly scalable architecture can support asset management for thousands of remote sites.

•

Fog computing at the edge ensures the cell is operational even when the WAN link to the NOC is
down.

•

Faster response time to critical situations by executing actions locally at the remote site.

•

Limited WAN bandwidth requirement by data compression and summarization at the remote site.

•

Multiple WAN backhaul support, 3G/4G/LAN, with primary and backup options.

•

Wide range and easily extendable Modbus TCP, Modbus RTU sensors support.

•

Support for multi-tenant operations.

•

Highly customizable reporting and analytics.

•

Real time sensor and video event notification at the NOC.

•

Supports for remote site surveillance and live video viewing from any site(s) and any camera(s) with
mimimal use of backhaul bandwidth.
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•

Correlating events from sensors and cameras, aligning the events with the corresponding recorded
video clip to identify root-cause of any event.

•

A true single pane of glass solution embedding FCAPS, video surveillance, and video analytics.

•

Event trending and correlation allow predictive maintenance and replacement of failing assets.
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System Architecture
This chapter includes the following major topics:
•

Major Architectural Requirements, page 2-1

•

End-to-End System Architecture, page 2-2

•

Site Architecture, page 2-5

•

WAN Connectivity, page 2-14

•

Network Operations Center Architecture, page 2-15

•

Security Architecture, page 2-17

•

QoS Architecture, page 2-19

•

Cisco Asset Manager, page 2-21

Major Architectural Requirements
This section describes the major architectural requirements of Cisco Connected Assets 3.0:
•

The Connected Assets system needs to have a highly scalable and distributed architecture with
thousands of cell sites geographically distributed across a wide region

•

Site Controller software residing at the remote site is responsible for local computing. It needs to
have a reliable communication channel to interact with the central operations and analytics software
hosted in NOC. The Site Controller can be hosted on IR809/829 or UCS-E.

•

Intermittent low speed network connectivity between the remote cell sites and the central operations
center is a major challenge. Network architecture needs to take care of these characteristics.

•

The architecture must leverage the available customer wired network while providing a backup on
a wireless connection. The communication on both these media needs to be secured as it can pass
through public Internet

•

WAN link should have built-in redundancy, primary link being Ethernet and secondary link like
3G/4G. Switchover from primary to secondary to be triggered automatically on primary link failure
or primary link quality degradation. On restoration of the primary Ethernet link, the WAN link
should be restored back to primary.

•

The cell site architecture need to support interfacing with Modbus serial sensors and IP cameras.
Both Modbus RTU and Modbus TCP sensors/adapters must be supported. The preferred vendor for
Modbus TCP adapter is B&R, and the preferred vendor for Modbus RTU adapter is Advantech. The
solution need to collect various system and environmental parameters from the sensors as well as
support snapshots and video surveillance.
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•

The NOC for Connected Assets can be hosted in customer premises as standalone systems or in a
public/private cloud.

•

The overall solution needs to have an integrated UI to manage different operations of the network
including configuration, monitoring and reporting (Fault, Performance and Configuration)

•

The WAN link should be restricted to secure access such as IPSec tunnel and SSH.

•

All features except for Modbus RTU are to be supported with Site Controller running on Cisco
UCS-E server

•

Video to be transferred only on demand which minimizes the backhaul bandwidth usage.

End-to-End System Architecture
Figure 2-1 shows major functional blocks in the Connected Assets end-to-end system architecture.
Multiple cell sites distributed geographically connect to the central NOC. As shown in Figure 2-1, the
connectivity between the cell sites and the NOC can pass through the public internet. The functional
blocks at the cell site are described in Site Architecture, page 2-5 and functional blocks at the NOC are
described in Network Operations Center Architecture, page 2-15.
Figure 2-1

End-to-End Network Block Diagram
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Sensor Network Architecture
The end-to-end message flow architecture is shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2
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In the NOC, the azeti Control Panel (ACP) and Cisco Asset Manager (CAM) are the front-end
application servers. ACP provides configurations to all sites and sensors. CAM query and obtains
configuration details from ACP using the REST API. ActiveMQ is the MQTT broker at the NOC end.
PostgreSQL is the database used by ACP.
ACP and CAM connect to ActiveMQ and subscribe to required MQTT topics. The cloud connector at
the Site Controller is the MQTT client, which connects to ActiveMQ in the NOC. When required, the
cell site-to-NOC connection is secured with a VPN tunnel. The Site Controller is the SG application at
the cell site, which communicates with the sensors, does local processing, and publishes the results to
the NOC.
Mosquito is the MQTT broker and SQLite is the database used at the cell site. Various application
processes at the cell site communicate with each other by exchanging MQTT messages via the Mosquito
broker. Third-party NMS systems, Web clients, and others that are hosted outside the NOC communicate
using one of the secured connections such as https, SNMPv3, or https. Tomcat is the web server used in
the NOC.
At the cell site, Modbus daemon polls different sensors at regular intervals in a round robin fashion. The
polling interval for each sensor can be configured. The collected sensor data is processed at the edge to
check threshold crossovers. The threshold crossover events are published in real time to the NOC.
Specific actions are taken locally based on different sensor data. The collected history records are
published to the NOC at regular intervals.
IP cameras at the cell site are configured with a static IP address. Https is enabled on the camera; the
session ID configuration is disabled. Communication to the camera is always initiated from the site
controller over https. In Cisco Connected Assets 2.0, the feature to take a photo was added; in Cisco
Connected Assets 3.0, the feature for live video is included. The trigger to take a photo is always initiated
from the Site Controller to the camera with an http request. When the camera gets a trigger, it takes a
photo and stores it in its local memory. The Site Controller gets the stored photo from the camera with
an http request. At any given point of time, the camera needs to store only the latest photo. The collected
photos are published to the NOC.
The cell site connects to the NOC using either a 3G/4G connection or Ethernet provided by the cell site
operator. Appropriate routing, IP addressing, and VLANs are configured for the communication to be
possible. (Details are covered in Site Architecture, page 2-5.)
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Video Network Architecture
A centralized two-tier VSM architecture with distributed media servers located at every cell site for local
recording is recommended. This is because video viewing / cell site management is a centralized activity
and local recording will minimize usage of backhaul bandwidth. The Video Operations Manager is
co-located at the NOC/DC along with other NOC components such as CAM and ACP. The video
architecture is shown in Figure 2-3. Live/Recorded camera streams from media server are sent on
demand to NOC encrypted within the VPN tunnel, however video streams are not part of MQTT. In order
to view a large number of cameras from one or more sites simultaneously, The SASD terminal is
provided (see Figure 2-4). Live/recorded video streams from interested cameras can be viewed at CAM
dashboard and also automatically shown on the SASD terminal (see Figure 2-5).
SAM Video Architecture

Figure 2-4

Safety and Security Dashboard (SASD)

377119

Figure 2-3
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Figure 2-5

Traffic Flow between Camera and Media Server

Site Architecture
Figure 2-1 on page 2-2 shows a block diagram of various functional blocks at the cell site. This section
describes these functional blocks and cell site network architecture.

Site Functional Blocks
The functional blocks in the cell site include the following:
•

Sensors—Sensors are transducers that sense or detect some characteristics of the environment and
provides corresponding output. Different kinds of sensors supported by Connected Assets project
include native Modbus sensors and non-Modbus sensors having an interface to the Modbus adapter.

•

Sensor Gateway—Sensor gateways act as gateways between sensor nodes and the end users, as they
typically forward data from the end sensors to a central server. Typically, they are deployed on
routers/switches that interface with the sensors.

•

IP Cameras—IP cameras are deployed at the cell site for surveillance.

•

NOC Connectivity—Physical connectivity to the NOC.

Sensors Interface
This section describes the physical interface and communication protocol between the sensors and the
Site Controller.

RS485
RS485 is the physical interface between the Site Controller and the sensors. RS485 is a serial interface.
The key advantage of RS485 is it is simple and it can be used as multi-drop communication link to
connect multiple sensors. It offers data transmission speeds of 35 Mbit/s up to 10 meters and 100 Kbit/s
at 1200 meters. A rule of thumb is that the speed in Mb/s multiplied by the length in meters should not
exceed 108. Thus a 50 meters cable should not signal faster than 2 Mbit/s. RS485 electrical interface
permit connecting up to 32 nodes. This number can be extended with repeaters.
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It is preferable to have all sensors connected over RS485 to have the same serial communication
parameters, such as baud rate, parity, start, and stop bits. However, different communication parameters
for different sensors are allowed.

Modbus
Modbus is the communication protocol between the Site Controller and the sensors. Modbus is a
bus-oriented serial communication protocol. All communications are broadcast messages on the bus. It
has one master and one or more slaves. The master always initiates the conversation by sending a query
addressing a slave. Only the addressed slave responds to the query; all other slaves receive the request,
but they do not respond. A Modbus master can address up to 247 slaves and can address one broadcast
address. Each slave can have a number of registers that the master can read/write. The stored data can
be simple, discrete, or Boolean values, or can be of 16 bit unsigned value.
Modbus has the following three modes: Modbus ASCII, RTU, and Modbus TCP. In case of
communication over a serial interface, such as RS485, the possible Modbus modes are ASCII and RTU.
As the name suggests, Modbus ASCII packet carries data in ASCII format and RTU carries data in binary
format.
Both Modbus RTU and Modbus TCP interfaces are supported. Modbus RTU is a prevalent sensor
interface in the IOT industry. Modbus RTU sensors are inexpensive and are easily available in the local
markets. The sensors can have Modbus natively or can interface via a Modbus adapter. Sensors
supporting Modbus interface natively are directly connected to the RS485 of the sensor gateway and they
communicate using Modbus. Other sensors such as analog/digital/dry-contact sensors not supporting
Modbus natively can be interfaced via a Modus adapter.
Modbus TCP uses an identical command set, addressing modes and network representation as Modbus
RTU. The same message that is transferred over RS485 using Modbus RTU is sent over a TCP/IP
connection using Modbus TCP. This is a client and server architecture over TCP, where the client is the
Modbus master and the server is the Modbus slave. The client queries the server over the IP network
using the server IP and port 502. The server connects to the sensors and responds to the query. The set
of sensors used with the Modbus RTU adapter can also be used with Modbus TCP adapter. For more
information, refer to the following links:
•

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modbus

•

http://www.lammertbies.nl/comm/info/modbus.html

Sensors and Modbus Adapters
As discussed in the previous section, both Modbus RTU and Modbus TCP are supported. However,
sensors with different interfaces (for example, analog sensors, digital sensors and dry contact sensors,
and Modbus sensors) can be connected to the Site Controller. The sensors having Modbus RTU natively
can be connected directly to the Site Controller, whereas other sensors can be connected via a Modbus
adapter.
The different Modbus adapters that interface with different types of sensors are described below.

Modbus RTU Adapter with Analog Ports
These are adapters that interface between Modbus and analog sensors. One example of such an adapter
is ADAM-4117-AE.
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Modbus RTU Adapter with Digital Ports
These are adapters that interface between Modbus and digital sensors. One example of such an adapter
is ADAM 4150-AE.

Dry Contact Modbus Adapters
These are adapters that interface between Modbus and sensors providing Boolean data. One example of
such an adapter is ADAM 4150-AE.

Modbus TCP Adapter
The X20 series Modbus TCP adapter from B&R is tested as part of this solution. In this architecture, the
Site Controller is the Modbus TCP Master hosted on IR8x9. Similarly, the B&R X20BC0087 Modbus
TCP bus controller is the Modbus TCP slave. On one side, X20BC0087 is connected to IR8x9 with
Ethernet. The maximum distance between them is 100m, which can be extended with a standard Ethernet
switch. On the other side, X20BC0087 bus controller connects X2X Link I/O nodes. After its boot up,
the bus controller detects all connected I/O modules, starts them and creates an internal image of the
input and output data. The I/O data of I/O modules can be represented in different data types namely
word and bit.
•

Interface Types Supported—X20BC0087 can support multiple interface I/O cards, such as
Modbus RTU, Digital, Analog, PROFINET, RS232/422/485, CAN Bus, EtherNet/IP. Figure 6 shows
X20 controller with I/O cards.

•

Management Support—The B&R "FieldbusDESIGNER" can be used for configuring the
ModbusTCP bus-controller and the connected I/O modules. The ModbusTCP Toolbox is available
for system management and diagnostics.

•

Environmental Tolerance—The system has a IP rating of IP20 and has an Operational temp range
of 0 to 55° C.

Figure 2-6

X20BC0087 with I/O Cards

IP Cameras
IP cameras are connected to the POE port of a sensor gateway or an Ethernet switch. The sensor gateway
communicates with the IP camera using https and controls its operations.
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Real and Virtual Sensors
A real sensor is a physical sensor that measures some conditions, such as temperature, humidity, door
open, current, and voltage. Virtual sensors are computed software derivation based on inputs from one
or more real sensors. For example, a virtual power sensor can measure instantaneous power based on the
physical inputs received from current and voltage sensors. Virtual sensors can be present at the cell site
or even at the NOC side.

Sensor Gateway and Fog Computing System
Sensor gateways are middle devices between the end sensors and the NOC applications. Typically, they
are deployed on routers/switches that interface with the sensors. The capabilities of sensor gateways
include types of interfaces supported to communicate with the sensors, local processing capability,
capabilities to host third-party applications, and NOC interfaces supported, including data security. As
the sensor gateway is close to the data collection point and it interfaces with often slow and intermittent
links with the central NOC servers, data summarization at the Site Controller is extremely useful and is
an important feature. This capability is termed as edge computing of Fog computing.
Fog computing extends the cloud computing and services paradigm to the edge of the network. Similar
to cloud, Fog provides data, compute, storage, and application services to end users. The distinguishing
Fog characteristics are its proximity to the data collection point. Services are hosted at the network edge
or even on end devices, such as edge routers or access points. By doing so, Fog reduces service latency,
and improves QoS, resulting in superior user-experience. Fog supports densely distributed data
collection points.
Three different models of the sensor gateway and Fog computing devices are recommended to suit
different requirements. A feature comparison of different recommended edge router devices, namely
IR809, IR829 and UCS-E, is shown in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1

Sensor Gateway Feature Comparison

Features

ISR829

ISR809

ISR 4451 with
UCS-E-180D M2

Serial Port

1xRS232

1xRS232

Not supported.

1xRS232/RS485

1xRS232/RS485

RJ45 instead of DB9

RJ45 instead of DB9

Serial port baud rate
control from GOS

Not supported in the FCS. Not supported in the FCS. Not applicable.

LAN ports

4 LAN GE (POE)

2 FE

Up to 48.

No

Yes

1 WAN GE (SFP)
POE

Yes

Up to 48

802.3af
MAX power: 30W
3G

3G (HSPA+) (EVDO)

3G (HSPA+) (EVDO)

Yes
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Table 2-1

Sensor Gateway Feature Comparison (continued)

Features

ISR829

ISR809

ISR 4451 with
UCS-E-180D M2

4G Support

4G (LTE)

4G (LTE)

Yes

(Verizon, ATT, Global1,
Global2, Sprint)

(Verizon, ATT, Global1,
Sprint)

(3G/4G LTE cellular
card)

Dual SIM support

Dual SIM support.

North America (AT&T and North America (AT&T
and Canada), EU (-G
Canada), EU (-G SKU),
SKU), and Australia (-Z
and Australia (-Z SKU)
SKU)
IP SLA supported

IP SLA supported

IP SLA supported

Yes

VM to run third-party
applications

Supported

Supported

Yes

RAM

2 GB

2 GB

16 GB

IOS: 700 MB

IOS: 700 MB

GOS: 750 MB

GOS: 750 MB

Hypervisor: 120 MB

Hypervisor: 120 MB

No SD card

No SD card

8GB eMMC

8 GB eMMC

No known read-write
limit.

No known read-write
limit.

Intel Rangley

Intel Rangley

(2 to 8 cores, 1.25 to
2.4GHz)

(2 to 8 cores, 1.25 to
2.4GHz)

Site-to-Site VPN

Supported

Supported

Management

Cisco IoT Field Network
Director and Fog Director

Cisco IoT Field Network Yes
Director and Fog Director

Ruggedized

Yes

IP30

-

SSD

CPU

32 GB

Intel Xeon
E5-2418Lv2
(2 GHz, 6 cores)
Supported

IP54
IP67
Temperature

-40° to 167°F (-40° to
75°C)

-40° to 140°F (-40° to
60°C)

0 - 40C

Wi-Fi

2.4G/5G Wi-Fi

Not supported

Not supported

Fog Computing Considerations
•

All events crossing the threshold are to be forwarded in real time.

•

Set different water mark levels for thresholds. Different severity levels, such as Critical, Minor, and
Clear, can be configured for different services. Refer to the Cisco Connected Assets 3.0
Implementation Guide for details on configuring, thresholds, and severity levels.
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•

History files compress before transmitting. History should be pushed every 5 minutes when the
connection is up. Preserve Events and History data when the connection is down.

•

All actions configured and executed locally; no connection to the server is needed.

•

The polling interval is 500 msec for low and normal priority services and 100 msec for critical
priority services (based on the baud rate and response delay from the sensor). Refer to the sensor
data sheet.

•

No change is needed in the polling interval or list of sensors polled based on the connectivity state
to the NOC.

•

The Purge/Summarize history data is a low priority.

Video Infrastructure
Cameras are connected to the media server located locally at the cell site over Ethernet LAN. Cameras
are POE powered by 8x9 router / UCS-E server at the cell site. The 829 router can supply maximum
30.8W of PoE power across 4 LAN ports. Whenever power negotiation is not supported using Cisco CDP
protocol by a 802.3af compatible end device, default 15.4W power is allocated. Thus, in most cases, up
to two cameras can be PoE powered by 829 router. If more than two cameras are present in a cell site,
then the 809 router is recommended and the IE4K switch is used for connecting the cameras and for POE
support.

Recommended Camera Setting (Default Profile)
Single Stream (Stream-1). Video Codec: H.264. Video resolution 1280x720, 8fps, Adaptive bit rate
(ABR). Approximate stream bandwidth 1 Mbps. With a good signal strength, 1.6Mbps bandwidth can
be obtained by a 3G link and 10Mbps by a 4G link. With a wired WAN connection, typically higher
bandwidth can be obtained. Thus, a minimum of one and up to two camera streams can be transported
even with a 3G link without experiencing jitter/packet loss.

Video Recording at Media Server /VSM
The media sever can be programmed to record video stream on a continuous basis or only when camera
events are detected. Video is stored in 5 minute chunks; the chunks where the event occurred can be
retained longer than chunks where no events occurred. It is recommended that we retain all chunks for
at least 7 days and the ones where events occurred for 30 days. A delay can occur between the start of
an event and the event detection. To ensure that the desired event is not missed, start recording 30
seconds (pre-buffer) before the start of event and continue for 60 seconds (post-buffer) after the event
As shown in Figure 2-7, the Video Streaming and Recording option can be selected to record
continuously and mark any motion events. This option is available only when camera supports motion
detection.
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Figure 2-7

Video Streaming and Recording Options

Apart from this, On Demand Recording allows users to immediately stop and start recording. These
recordings are created in addition to any other scheduled, continuous, or event recordings. The following
settings are recommended for on demand recordings:
•

Recoding length = 10 min

•

Retain event recording = 30 days

The On Demand video recording can be a system wide configuration as shown in Figure 2-8 or can be
configured on a per-event basis as shown in Figure 2-9.
Figure 2-8

On Demand Video Recording System-wide Configuration
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Figure 2-9

Event-based Video Recording

Transport Router
The transport router provides the physical connectivity between the cell site network and the NOC.
Depending on the requirement, different alternatives for cell site routers are recommended, namely
IR809/829/UCS-E. The cell site router needs to provide WAN connectivity, preferably with failover
options. It also needs to provide a VPN connection with the NOC for a secured transport. The description
for these deployment models along with their features comparison is given in a future section.

Interface between Cell Site Components and NOC
Sensor Interface
azeti Site Controller is the sensor gateway software running on IR089/829. It is the single interface for
all sensor communications between the cell site and NOC. MQTT is the messaging protocol used for
this. Traps from the IP sensors (including cameras) are translated to MQTT messages and these MQTT
events are sent to NOC based on the configuration. To detect link failure between the Site Controller and
NOC, MQTT keep-alive can be set to 5 minutes. With this MQTT, a ping request is sent once in every 5
minutes (activity based) and a link failure can be detected.

Camera Interface
In Cisco Connected Assets 3.0, no direct communication occurs between the camera and NOC. All
communications to the camera are routed via the sensor gateway. The sensor gateway controls all camera
operations.
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Cell Site Network Architecture
IP Address and VLAN Considerations at the Cell Site
IR809/829 LAN interface and all cameras are to be on the same local subnet and VLAN. IPsec tunnel is
set up from IR809/829 to the IPsec VPN server at the NOC.
In case of 3G/4G, the dynamic IP address allocated by 3G/4G will be the IPsec tunnel end point IP
address. In case of WAN, uplink the IP address configured at the IR809/829. This will be the IPsec tunnel
end point IP address. In case of WAN, the IP address can be a public or private IP. However, reachability
from the cell site to the VPN server needs to be ensured. The IPsec tunnel is always initiated from the
cell site.

Cell Site Deployment Models
IR809/IR829/UCS-E are recommended as the preferred edge router devices for all deployment
scenarios.
Three deployment models are recommended to suit the needs of different cell sites. Different needs of
the cell sites are as follows:
•

Cell site having only Modbus RTU/TCP sensors

•

Cell site having Modbus RTU/TCP sensors and up to 2 cameras

•

UCS-E used as a sensor gateway

The three deployment models are described below. The first two are single box solutions and the third
requires an additional Ethernet switch to support PoE for cameras.

Deployment Model 1
For the cell sites having only Modbus RTU/TCP sensors, IR809 can be used as the edge router, as shown
in Figure 2-10. The Modbus RTU sensors can be connected to the RS485 port and the Modbus TCP
adapter can be connected to the Ethernet LAN port of IR809. The second LAN port of IR809 is used for
WAN connectivity. Here, link failover is configured between the LAN link used for WAN connectivity
and 3G/4G.
Figure 2-10

Deployment Model 1: Sensor only Network with IR809

Deployment Model 2
For the cell sites having Modbus RTU/TCP, sensors and up to two IP cameras IR829 can be used as the
edge router, as shown in Figure 2-11. IR829 has four PoE Ethernet ports with a maximum total power
supply of 30.8W. Power allocated for a single 802.3af device is 15.4W, when no power negotiation
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happens through CDP. Thus, up to two cameras can be connected to 829 with POE. When more than two
PoE powered cameras are to be supported, an external switch such as IE-4000-4T4P4G-E is
recommended.
Figure 2-11

Deployment Model 2: Sensors and PoE-Powered IP Cameras

Table 2-2 summarizes the selection of different deployment models.
Table 2-2

Deployment Model Selection Matrix

Deployment Requirement

Recommended

Modbus RTU/TCP sensors only

Deployment Model 1

Modbus RTU/TCP sensors with up to two PoE-powered IP cameras

Deployment Model 2

UCS-E used as sensor gateway

Deployment Model 3

Deployment Model 3
To cater to specific requirements, the Site Controller can be hosted on Cisco UCS-E servers, as shown
in Figure 2-12. UCS-E servers are housed within ISR 4000 or ISR G2 routers. Modbus TCP sensors can
be connected to UCS-E over Ethernet. Due to a lack of serial ports, Modbus RTU sensors are not used.
The ISR 4000/ISR G2 routers support multiple WAN connectivity options.
Figure 2-12

Deployment Model 3: UCS-E used as Sensor Gateway

WAN Connectivity
WAN Edge Router
The WAN edge router is the router/gateway that connects the cell network to the service provider
network and the NOC. Different connectivity options include 3G/4G and Ethernet. For Ethernet, the
connection provided by the service provider at the cell site could be either Layer 2 or Layer 3.
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WAN Connectivity Failure Detection
WAN connectivity failure is detected in multiple ways:
•

MQTT keep-alive detects connectivity failure between the Site Controller and the MQTT server in
the NOC.

•

WAN Ethernet failure or degradation can be detected by configuring IPSLA in IR809/829. Ethernet
is recommended as the primary WAN link and 3G/4G as the backup.

The following is the IP SLA recommended configuration:
Type of operation to perform: icmp-echo
Target address: VPN destination address
Operation timeout (milliseconds): 5000
Operation frequency (seconds): 5
Verify data: No
Life (seconds): Forever
Reaction: timeout
Threshold Type: X of Y
Threshold CountX: 3
Threshold CountY: 16

Network Operations Center Architecture
As discussed earlier, the Connected Assets NOC can be hosted in a cloud or on customer premises. This
section describes the architecture for both.

NOC Cloud Architecture
The Connected Assets NOC hosted in a public or private cloud securely communicates with all sensor
gateways at the cell sites. The functionality of NOC includes site provisioning, sensor data collection,
monitoring the status of various parameters, generating alerts, and escalating alerts, presenting various
fault/performance reports across sites to the operator. It is also responsible for providing North Bound
Interface (NBI). Different servers responsible for this functionality include the azeti Control Panel
(ACP) and Cisco Asset Manager (CAM).
Figure 2-13 shows components of NOC hosted in the cloud. All applications in the cloud are hosted on
the virtual machine. All servers have fixed IP addresses. The solution is tested using Cisco cloud.
Figure 2-13
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NOC On-Premises Architecture
Figure 2-14 shows components of an on-premises NOC. All applications are hosted on virtual machines.
Servers have fixed IP addresses. At the NOC side, VPNs are terminated at ASR1001-X.
ASR1001-X has a crypto throughput of 8 Gbps. Each cell site has nearly a 50 Kbps crypto traffic
requirement. Thus, a single ASR1001-X can cater to the requirements of 160,000 sites. For smaller
deployments, up to 400 sites CSR1000V can be used, which matches its VPN termination limit. For
larger deployments, ASR1001-X is recommended.
As shown in Figure 2-14, the desired bandwidth for continuous streaming ranges from 1Mbps to 2Mbps
per camera. Thus, the number of cameras that can be supported are 8Gbps / 2Mbps = 4000 to 8Gbps /
1Mbps = 8000.
Figure 2-14
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The selection of the VPN terminator at NOC is shown in Figure 2-15.
Figure 2-15

VPN Terminator Selection

The only allowed communication channel between the cell site router and the NOC is VPN tunnel traffic
and SSH traffic. All other communications are blocked.
L3 IPV4 ACL—At the cell site router on the WAN link, the following ACLs are applied:
•

Allow all traffic to and from TCP port 500 (IKE VPN NOC end point).

•

Allow SSH from any source (for debugging purpose and for access from vendor site).

•

Deny all other traffic (deny ip any any).
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Connected Assets NOC Functional Blocks
•

Communication Servers—Different possible interfaces (such as Web (https), SNMP, VPN, SSH,
and MQTT) can communicate with the NOC servers.

•

NOC—For the Connected Assets, can be hosted in a cloud or on customer premises. Various NOC
applications such as Sensor Manager, Video Manager, and Analytics Manager are part of the NOC.

•

Northbound BI System—The Connected Assets NOC applications can interface with customer
workflow/BI systems and NMS systems. Different NBIs include SNMP, MQTT, and XML.

•

Asset Manager Web Client—This is a user-friendly management console, where an operator can
monitor and manage the entire network from a web client. The client presents information from all
kinds of sensors and camera. It also visualizes various live fault, performance data, as well as, trend
charts from historical data.

North Bound Interface
Customers can have different third-party business management systems (BMS) and NMS systems. The
NOC needs to interface with these third-party systems. The possible NBI supported by the NOC includes
SNMP, MQTT, and http.

Security Architecture
Security is one of the most important aspects, as the assets are spread over geography and are connected
via public network to the central management station. However, if the cell sites and NOC are connected
via a secured private network owned by the customer, then additional security measures could be
optional.

Network Security
When required, communication channels between the cell site and the servers in the NOC are protected
by an IPSec tunnel. The recommended VPN server in the cloud deployment is the Cisco CSR1000V
router. For on-premise deployment, either Cisco CRS1000V or ASR1001-X can be the VPN server. All
communications are authenticated and encrypted. When the Ethernet fails and the connection is switched
to 3G/4G, a new tunnel is set up via 3G/4G. Tunnel creation is always initiated from the cell site by the
cell site router IR809/829. Figure 2-16 shows IPSec tunnel end points.
FlexVPN is the recommended VPN model. FlexVPN is based on open standard IKEv2 as the security
technology, which provides many Cisco-specific enhancements.
FlexVPN is the latest VPN model from Cisco. Key advantages of FlexVPN include the fact that it is
designed to simplify the deployment of VPNs and it encompasses all features of various VPN models,
such as EZVPN, CryptoMap, and DMVPN. Cisco IOS-based routers. such as ISR, ASR, and CSR,
support FlexVPN. Figure 2-16 shows the IPSec tunnel between IR809/829 at the cell site and VPN
server at the NOC.
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Figure 2-16
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Video Security
Camera Authentication
All cameras are 802.1x authenticated by the AAA server at the central location. Camera stream recording
happens after successful authentication. Authentication is repeated at configurable interval typically
once a day. The camera keeps retrying till the time authentication is successful.

Application Security
Cell Site Security
All communications to the cell-site are protected with a VPN. Access to devices at the cell site is
authenticated with username and password. Direct access is available only via SSH.

Other Security Considerations
Security considerations, such as the maximum number of simultaneous MQTT client connections to be
allowed by different MQTT brokers, are shown in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3

Other Security Considerations

Maximum
Number of
Client
Connections

Subscription
to Topics

Site Controller Compliance

Mosquito MQTT broker at the cell
site (sensor gateway)

20

All topics

Comply

ActiveMQ MQTT broker at NOC

1200

All topics

Comply

Server Location

Limit using the ActiveMQ
configuration file.
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QoS Architecture
Network QoS
Since the Connected Assets traffic passes through the public internet, no QoS parameters such as latency,
jitter, and packet loss, are guaranteed for the traffic. The desired network bandwidth is computed and
that is to be provisioned to ensure smooth system operations.

Video QoS
Table 2-4

Traffic Types, Required Bandwidth, and Desired Priority at Sensor Gateway

Traffic Types at
Sensor Gateway

Number of
Streams

Bandwidth
Required (Mbp/s)

Priority Queuing

MQTT Traffic

1

0.1

Platinum

Video Surveillance

1

2

Gold

Total traffic
Table 2-5

Description
Video DSCP value
mapped

2.1
Rate Limiting for Different Priority Queues

Traffic Handling at Sensor
Gateway

Upstream Rate Limiting (Mbps)

Downstream Rate Limiting

Platinum

NIL

NIL

Gold

2

NIL

Total traffic

2.x

Application QoS
MQTT Keep Alive
The keep-alive is a16-bit value measured in seconds. It is the maximum idle time permitted between
control packets sent by the client, including PINGREQ. The keep-alive value is defined during the
connection setup. Server disconnects the client connection upon non-receipt of any control packet for
1.5 times the keep-alive time. The client can send PINGREQ at any time to determine the up status of
the network and the server. A keep-alive value of zero turns off the keep-alive mechanism. In this case,
the server is not required to disconnect the client on the grounds of inactivity. Typically, the keep-alive
time is kept for a few minutes. The maximum value is 18 hours, 12 minutes, and 15 seconds.

Message Delivery Priority
No delivery priority can be guaranteed for different message types because the delivery is across the
internet. Events are published on a separate connection and history on a separate connection. No
out-of-band channel is supported by MQTT. All events are scheduled in FIFO.
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The following is a reference link to MQTT:
•

http://docs.oasis-open.org/mqtt/mqtt/v3.1.1/os/mqtt-v3.1.1-os.html

Guaranteed Message Delivery (MQTT QoS)
QoS 0: At Most Once Delivery (Best Effort)
The message is delivered according to the capabilities of the underlying network. The receiver sends no
response and no retry is performed by the sender. The message arrives at the receiver either once or not
at all.

QoS 1: At Least Once Delivery (Guaranteed)
This quality of service ensures that the message arrives at the receiver at least once.

QoS 2: Exactly Once Delivery (Guaranteed and No Duplicates)
This is the highest quality of service, for use when neither loss nor duplication of messages is acceptable.
An increased overhead is associated with this quality of service.
Table 2-6 summarizes the recommended MQTT guaranteed delivery level for various message types.
Table 2-6

MQTT Guaranteed Delivery Levels Configuration

Message
Type/Topic

Recommendation

MQTT QoS

azeti Support/Compliance

Ping requests

Best effort

QoS 0

Comply

Events

Guaranteed delivery

QoS1 (at least
once)

azeti is using QoS1 for events.

QoS1 (at least
once)

QoS1 used. Each history file zipped
and separate message.

No duplications

Duplicates are removed at the server.

Encryption
History data

Guaranteed delivery
No duplications

File/Record duplication checked at
NOC.

Zipped file
Encryption
XML upload
(from NOC to
device)

Guaranteed delivery
No duplications
File Integrity check
Data correctness check

QoS1 (at least
once)

QoS1 used. Each XML file separate
message.
File duplication checked at device.
Integrity of the file is checked with
md5.
File data validated by a process.

Protecting the Client from Storage Overflow during Server Link Down
Events older than a week are purged at the device. History data files are zipped and published at a
configurable interval when the connection is up. The interval configured as 5 minutes. When the
connection is down, the files are kept on a local disk/RAM uncompressed and data is never purged. The
history file is rotated on a daily basis and maximum of five copies are kept.
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Table 2-7 summarizes the log-rotation policy for various log files.
Table 2-7

Log Rotation Policy

Log File Name

Rotation Frequency

Maximum Log File Size
(Based on Disk Space Requirement
Computation)

History

Daily

1 MB

5

Debug files

Daily

1 MB

5

Number of Copies

Cisco Asset Manager
The CAM user interface provides most of the network management functionality. CAM interfaces with
ACP to provide these functionalities. Operations such as configuration, provisioning, fault, performance,
and so on, are all supported by CAM. The user needs to access ACP for device logs and debugging
related information.
The following operations are supported by the CAM user interface:
•

Configuration of all sensors and all sensor-related parameters (such as communication parameters,
polling intervals, and priority)

•

Configuration of actions on device (actions-based events)

•

Live alarm monitoring (events/alarms monitoring/alarm panel)

•

Live performance monitoring (graphical and tabular performance data)

•

Performance reports (analytics, summary charts, trend charts, correlation reports)

•

Performance and fault reports across cell sites

•

Performance and fault reports across sites and tenets (multi-site and multi-tenant)

•

Camera photo viewing (recent and history)

•

North Bound Interface (Alarms) - SNMP

Browser Requirements
Cisco SAM Services has a browser-based management console for configuration, operation, and
reporting and it uses JavaScript extensively. For the best user experience, it is recommended that an
up-to-date browser with fast and efficient JavaScript support, such as the latest version of Google
Chrome or Mozilla Firefox, is used.
It is recommended to avoid any versions of Internet Explorer, especially IE 8 and before.
Regardless of which browser is used, JavaScript needs to be enabled.

Remote Access
The Cisco SAM Services server is administered through a web interface. By default, both port 80
(HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS) are supported. For security reasons, it is highly recommended to open port
443 (HTTPS) only for remote administration and client connections.
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Notification E-Mails
Cisco SAM Services can generate notification emails for fatal system errors, low resources, or if the
license expires. To enable email notifications, the email account details needs to be configured. These
settings are also used to send scheduled favorite reports or other sources via email.
Cisco SAM Services will email a notification if one the following events occur:
•

The amount of devices exceeds the licensed number.

•

The product is not licensed.

•

A resource drops below its threshold.

•

The service terminates unexpectedly (for example, crash, out of memory/disk space).

•

A new update is available.

•

An update is being installed.

•

An update was successfully installed.

•

An update failed.

In addition to those events, this mail configuration is also used to send emails during the following
events:
•

Sending System Notifications (for example, in policies or alerts).

•

Sending scheduled favorite reports.

CAM Reports and Analytics
Refer to CAM documentation for report generation capability and their dimensions (time and
count-based reports, statistics-based reports, reports across cell sites). Define reports based on use cases.
It is possible to view performance reports in graphical form, show previously stored reports, schedule
report generation for standard and customized reports and view critical performance metrics.
The Cisco CAM Server can be hosted in a public or private cloud or can be hosted on the customer
premises. CAM software is packaged with a PostgreSQL database to collect energy information about
all devices.
Representative Set of Reports

As mentioned, CAM is a generic reporting tool and customers can generate multiple reports suiting their
specific needs. To show the flexibility, a sample set of reports that can be generated by CAM are listed
below:
1.

Monitor site security:
a. How many times the door was opened during a month?
b. How long was the site in an unarmed state?
c. How many failed attempts to open the door?
d. How many brute force attacks to open the door?
e. How many times was the door opened with keypad and opened from remote?
f. Report list of snaps taken by a cell site for a period of time.
g. How many man-down events noted in a year?

2.

Environmental monitoring and advanced analytics:
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a. What is the average, minimum and maximum temperature noted in a month?
b. What is the duration external temperature was outside the operating range?
c. Humidity monitoring, average, peak, and minimum over a day/week.
d. How long was the air conditioner running?
e. Correlate environmental temperature and air conditioner power consumption.
f. Correlate power consumption with external temperature, air conditioner run time, and system

up time.
g. Define air conditioner maintenance schedule based on running hours.
3.

Power and generator monitoring:
a. HVAC power source power quality report: voltage fluctuations, frequency fluctuations, power

cut pattern, and duration.
b. Generator run time during a month/week/day?
c. Generator fuel consumption report per day/week/month. Fuel refill alerts.
d. What is the rate of consumption of fuel per run time of the generator?
e. Number of times fuel leak/theft detected?
f. Generator power quality reports: Voltage, frequency.
g. Generator power consumption reports: Units.
h. Generator startup battery status report.
i. Generator maintenance schedule based on running hours.
j. Power consumption per asset type, such as air conditioner, and per equipment rack.
k. HVAC three phase load distribution.
l. Power theft detection.
4.

Multi-tenant reporting:
a. Individual power consumption reports for each tenant in a site.
b. Individual power requirement and prediction reports.

5.

Statistics reporting:
a. Number of threshold cross notifications.
b. Number of critical, major events reported in a month.
c. Network bandwidth reports, peak and average bandwidth.
d. Average storage requirement over a month.
e. Cell link down events and duration report.

CAM Video Analytics
Different video analytics can be supported based on the video analytics software installed on Cisco video
camera. A sample set of video analytics include:
•

Activity Detection—Detects moving objects within a user-drawn rectangle in the view

•

LineCrossing—Detects moving objects passing across a user-drawn line in the view

•

ObjectTaken—Detects the removal of an object from its marked location in the view
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•

ZoneIntrusion—Detects objects entering into a user- drawn zone in the camera view

The video analytics events are forwarded to CAM for display in the alarm panel. As discussed earlier,
live video is fetched on receipt of configured events and shown on the CAM dashboard.
An appropriate license is needed at the camera to enable different video analytics.

Video Viewing (Live, Recorded, and Event-based Video)
All videos are recorded at the media server located at the cell site. Based on user demand or on the
occurrence of any pre-configured sensor/video event, live video is transported to the NOC.
Live/recorded video stream can be viewed at the CAM dashboard or on the Safety and Security Dash
Board (SASD) terminal. In CAM, multiple dashboard panels can be created to view multiple cameras.
An Event-widget can be configured to selectively view video from camera having an event. A single
Event-widget can be configured to cater to multiple cameras. The camera on whose event is last received
will be viewed until the widget is closed or the UI session is timed out due to no user activity.
•

User can choose any camera whose live video stream is to be viewed in the dashboard (Figure 2-17).

•

User can choose to view any recorded video clip from any camera and view in the dashboard
(Figure 2-18).

•

User can start and stop on demand recording the video stream currently being viewed in the
dashboard (Figure 2-17).

•

Video can be recorded automatically when a specific alert is received from a given camera. Duration
of recording can be configured (Figure 2-19).

•

Event widget can be configured to view video from camera from whom an event is received.

Video Analytics—Viewing Video and Corresponding Sensor Events
•

Choose Site, Cameras and time range. Videos from all selected cameras will appear in the panel
(Figure 2-20).

•

Recording timeline will show the available recording and will indicate the period when recoding is
available from more than one camera (Figure 2-20).

•

For the above matching timeline, any sensor parameter can be chosen. The parameter value can be
viewed in parallel with the video. Thus, the correlation between the sensor parameter value and
corresponding video can be seen (Figure 2-20).

•

Camera events are shown as vertical lines on the video record timeline. Thus, users can zoom in to
a specific video clip where sensor/camera events are generated (Figure 2-20).
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Figure 2-17

Choose any camera to view live video recording. On-demand recording can be
started/stopped

Figure 2-18

Select camera select recording to be viewed
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Figure 2-19

Start viewing video on receipt of sensor notification

Figure 2-20

Recording time line shows video events as colored horizontal bars, gray bars indicate
multiple camera videos present at same time

CAM KPI Reports
Three different kinds of reports are supported by CAM: custom reports, snapshot reports, and Key
Performance Indicator (KPI) reports. The KPI reports are the ones that allow monitoring the key metrics
of the system. For example, KPIs can include metrics such as resource consumption, downtime minutes,
and number of incidents. Once the KPIs and their computation logic are configured, the system creates
a virtual sensor for each group of assets filtered by a DQL. DQL is an asset filter based on some asset
attribute.
Normally, virtual sensors are defined one per parent; that is, one virtual sensor per KPI configuration or
per DQL filter per site. All changes in the DQL-filtered assets are monitored and aggregated by the VS.
The computed virtual sensor value is stored in a database at a configurable schedule or frequency, which
is defined during KPI configuration.
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Several kinds of reports can be generated by the system based on the report settings/configuration. A
report can include several data fields and multiple KPIs. Reports can be generated for a configurable
interval ranging from a single day to an arbitrary range of days. Reports can be sorted on any desired
column and the number of rows displayed/printer per page can be limited.

Reporting Flexibility
Overall, the reporting flexibility of the system can be assessed based on the level of granularity that can
be defined, range of input types for which reports can be generated, types of computation and logic that
can be used on the measured input data, and the flexibility of grouping the computed results. Different
reporting flexibility measures can be enumerated as follows:
•

Input Types—Sensor Events/State/Alarm (OK, Warning, Critical) and Sensor Values (any units,
any type - Integer / Boolean / String / Float).

•

Defining Thresholds—Ability to define thresholds or categorization mechanism to consider a
sensor value to be in a specific state/alarm.

•

Computational Logic:
– Statistical Measures—Count, Duration, Sum, and Average.
– Logical Operation—Multiple events / conditions combined with logical or/and.

•

Policy Compliance—% downtime, number of Threshold crossing events. Combine multiple such
events to define policy (for example, operating temperature below 20C and above 30C).

•

Report Duration—Daily / Weekly / Monthly / for N days.

•

Grouping-level—Global / Regional / Site / based on predefined property (tag).

•

Sorting—Sort on one or more columns.

Finally, it is convenient to auto-schedule the generation of the reports in a predefined format (PDF
/CSV/JPG) on a daily / weekly / monthly basis and forward the report to a set of predefined recipients.
Table 2-8 summarizes different sensor data types, their characteristics, and possible computations
needed to generate reports with those sensor data.
Table 2-8

Sensor Data Types

Sensor Data Types

Data Characteristics

Computation

Duration

Instantaneous value
(ex: temp)

Can increase or decrease

Running Average,
Min, Max

1hr / Day / Week /
Month

Total in a period

1hr / Day / Week /
Month

Cumulative value (ex:
Increase till reset / refilled
Power usage, Odometer)

Exceptions

Handling resets /
refills
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Table 2-8

Sensor Data Types (continued)

Sensor Data Types

Data Characteristics

Events

Hour

State

Duration Count in a state
Duration in a state

1hr / Day / Week /
Month

1

1

30

--

--

2

5

30

--

--

Count

Duration Non-Compliant count 1hr / Day / Week /
and Duration
Month

-Policies defined
dynamically. Value
within (min, max)
(ex: temp) Computed
value Total/Min/Max/Average
within (min, max)
(ex: Total uptime)
Figure 2-21

Computation

Duration

Exceptions

Reporting Algorithm

Hierarchical Reporting
Reports can be generated in a hierarchical manner. Multiple hierarchies are supported. For example the
hierarchy could be:
1.

Global level (for example, Operator/Country level)

2.

Regional level (for example, City level)

3.

Site level (for example, cell site)

These levels can be based on geographical location. Groups are formed manually; that is, groups can be
defined by hierarchically naming the location field. Several regions come under global level and each
regional level can have several sites.
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It should be possible to view reports at each of these hierarchical level. See Table 2-9. For example, the
CTO can view reports at a Global level and zoom in if needed. The regional manager can view reports
for the entire region and zoom in. Similarly, the site manager in charge can view reports for his site.
Table 2-9

Hierarchical Report (City / Operator Level / CTO Level)

Number of Policy
Violations

Number of Truck Rolls

Total Power Usage
(kWh)

Region-1

30

12

50

Region-2

20

15

90

Region-3

10

5

20

Table 2-10 shows a hierarchical report for Regional Level 1.
Table 2-10

Note

Hierarchical report (Regional level - Region 1)

Number of Policy
Violations

Number of Truck Rolls

Total Power Usage
(kWh)

Site-1

18

2

25

Site-2

10

9

15

Site-3

2

1

10

Limitation: In CAM 5.2.1, reports can be generated from the live sensor data, not from historical data
collected in log files.

Correlation Between Collected Events of a Given Site
This report shows the overlap of a monitored event and its related events. Thus correlation between the
monitored event and its related events can be seen. See Table 2-11. This will help in identifying the root
cause of an event.
Sample Input
Table 2-11

Event Correlation Configuration

Site Identified - Region-1

Events

Input Event

Event-1 (Any event)
(for example, Inside temp threshold violation)

Relevant Events

Correlated Event-1 (Any event)
(for example, HVAC failure)
Correlated Event-2 (Any event)
(for example, Outside temp threshold crossing)

Correlation duration

2 days

Sample Report

Table 2-12 shows a sample event correlation report.
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Site Name: Region-1
Table 2-12

Event Correlation Report

HVAC failure
duration

Outside temp
threshold
crossing count

Outside temp
threshold
crossing
duration

2

01:00:12

5

2:30:20

0

00:00:00

2

4:10:20

Date

Inside temp
threshold
violation count

Inside temp
threshold
violation
duration

HVAC failure
count

23-03-2016

20

2:11:05

29-03-2016

5

2:11:05

Fog Director
One of the key requirements is application life cycle management. This solution manages large number
of cell sites ranging to several thousands. Deployment of or updating new application software,
monitoring the application state, and performance in a continuous manner is a critical requirement for
this solution. The Fog Director is used for end-to-end application life cycle management. The Fog
Director can keep track of released software versions, current software running at various sites,
upgrading software to desired versions, and keeping track of software performance and state.
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System Components
This chapter includes the following major topics:
•

Cisco Network Products, page 3-1

•

Camera Model Recommendations, page 3-2

•

Modbus and Non-Modbus Sensors and Applications, page 3-2

Cisco Network Products
A list of Cisco products used in the Connected Assets 3.0 solution is shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1

Cisco Components

Cisco Product

Software Release

Description

CIVS-IPC-6400E

CIVS-IPC-6xxx-V2.5.0-10.bin

CIVS-IPC-7030E

CIVS-IPC-7xxx-V2.5.0-10.bin

These cameras are tested as part of CVD testing. In general
any Cisco IP camera with OpenAPI and supporting video
analytics can be used. More details are given in Camera
Model Recommendations.

CAM

5.2.1

Sensor network monitoring, analytics, and reporting tool.
NOC software.

IR809G-LTE-GA-K9

--

GA—Australia, Europe, Middle East, LATAM and APAC
(depending on specific operator supporting bands)

IR809G-LTE-NA-K9

NA—LATAM and APAC (depending on specific operator
supporting bands), USA (ATT), Canada

IR809G-LTE-VZ-K9

VZ—USA (Verizon)
IR829GW-LTE-GA-EK9

--

IR829GW-LTE-GA-ZK9

GA-EK—Global (Europe), LATAM and APAC (depending
on specific operator supporting bands)
GA-ZK—Global (Australia), LATAM and APAC (depending
on specific operator supporting bands)

IR829GW-LTE-NA-AK9
IR829GW-LTE-VZ-AK9

NA-AK—LATAM and APAC (depending on specific
operator supporting bands), USA (ATT), Canada
VZ-AK—USA (Verizon)

IE-4000-4T4P4G-E

--

4 FE, 4 POE, 4GE combo uplink
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Camera Model Recommendations
Any Cisco camera that is not EOL can be used. All these Cisco cameras support video analytics. In
general, any camera that meets the following specification can be used.
•

Manageable by Cisco VSM

•

Supports video analytics

•

Supports 1080P, 720P

•

12/24V, POE class 3 (4.5 to 12.2 W)

•

Temperature (based on deployment)

•

IR preferred (day night operation)

•

IP66/IP67 certification (total dust and water jets protection)

•

Internal mic preferred

Third-Party Products
A list of third-party products used in the Connected Assets 3.0 solution is shown in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2

Third-Party Products

Vendor Product

Release

Description

Sensors

Refer to Table 3-3

Modbus and non-Modbus sensors

Site Controller

1.2.0

Sensor gateway software

azeti Control Panel

0.3.12

Sensor configuration and provisioning tool. NOC
software

X20BC0087

2.3

MODBUS TCP (Base Module)

X20PS9400

Power Supply

X20DI9372

12x Digital Inputs

X20DO6639

6 Relays outputs (DO), 240 VAC

X20AI4622

4x Analog Inputs, 4-20MA or 0-10V

X20AP3131

AC Meter, 480 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 5A sec. current

Modbus and Non-Modbus Sensors and Applications
The list of Modbus and Non-Modbus adapters and sensors that were tested as part of Connected Assets
3.0 are shown in Table 3-3. However, in general, any Modbus RTU/TCP sensors can be supported by the
solution.
•

Native Modbus sensors can be serially daisy chained and connected to the serial ports.

•

Non-Modbus sensors are connected to an adapter, which translates the received input from
analog/digital/dry-contact sensors to Modbus RTU packets over serial interface.
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Typically, any sensor that can be connected to Modbus RTU can also be connected to Modbus TCP with
a B&R adapter.
Table 3-3

List of Modbus RTU Adapters and Sensors

Vendor

Product

Description

Remarks

Advantech

ADAM-4117-AE

Eight analogue inputs,
RS485 Modbus
analog to digital converter
For example, quantization of
voltage output of pressure
sensor

Advantech

ADAM 4150-AE

Seven digital inputs, eight RS485 Modbus
outputs
For example, sense switch on
and off state/dry contact output

Elkor

i-Snail-VC

AC current sensor

Analog input
For example, monitor electrical
load

Elkor

RS485 Modbus output

WattsOn-1100-MS16
0-120A

AC power meter

Elkor

i-Snail-S

Current switched sensor, Digital input
monitoring on/off state of For example, detect electrical
a device
load on/off state

Elkor

MS160

Current transducer, for
POC only needed one
phase.

Can monitor up to three
single phase loads or one
three-phase load

Connected to WattsOn

Current measuring with
clamped upper limit.
CE-Transducers AD11B-34GS4-1.0/0
-50A*0-65V

DC multi-parameter
monitoring (U,I,P,KWh)

RS485 Modbus

CE-Transducers CE-AU11-34MS3-0.2 1-element DC Voltage
/0-65V
Meter

RS485 Modbus

Comet

Magnetic door
contact SA-200-A

Door contact, digital
output

Digital input

Schneider
Electric

NSYS3D6640P

Enclosure

Comet

T3411

Temperature/Humidity
Sensor

RS485 Modbus

Infranet

WTSC-485 Wiegand
to RS-485 Converter
(for keypad)

Converter for the keypad

RS485 Modbus
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Table 3-3

List of Modbus RTU Adapters and Sensors (continued)

Vendor

Product

Description

Remarks

AST Sensors

AST 4510 - Pressure
Sensor

Fuel level sensor

Analog input

HIDGlobal

Security keypad
Keypad HIDGlobal
Proxpro 5355
including WTSC-485
Converter

Weigand
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System High Availability and Scalability
This chapter includes the following major topics:
•

System Redundancy and High Availability, page 4-1

•

Bandwidth and Storage Requirement, page 4-2

•

Server Sizing, page 4-4

System Redundancy and High Availability
Redundancy for Communication Link
Different Deployment Models (IR809/829)
IR809/829 support IPSLA; therefore, WAN link auto switchover can be supported. The
IPSLA-recommended configuration is described in a previous section. Thus, 3G/4G is configured as
backup for Ethernet with auto switchover and reverting capability. If connectivity to NOC via Ethernet
fails, the system switches the connection to 3G/4G and reverts back when the connection via Ethernet is
restored. The "IP SLA" is configured to monitor "icmp-echo" and switchover if three or more echo
requests out of 16 requests fail and reverts back if less than three requests fail.
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Redundancy for Video Recording
Figure 4-1

Video Redundancy

High availability and redundancy for video servers are not included in the current release of Site Asset
Management.

Redundancy for Server Applications at NOC
In Site Asset Management 3.0, redundancy/load balancing for the NOC applications (such as ACP,
CAM, ActiveMQ, DB servers, Cisco CSR 1000V, and Cisco ASR 1001-X) is not considered.

Bandwidth and Storage Requirement
The system should support polling of up to 50 data points (services) from each serial port. Polling
interval up to 500 msec should be supported without any event loss. Up to 10 sensors with polling
interval of 100 msec should be possible. The CPU utilization should be below 90% and load average
should be below 5%. System should support what is shown in Table X, without any impact on the
performance and stability.
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Bandwidth and Storage Recommendation except Video
Table 4-1 shows bandwidth and storage recommendations (without video).
Table 4-1

Network Bandwidth and Storage Computation Except Video

Number of Events
per day (Services
crossing threshold)

Max tolerable
event latency
in sec

10

5

Photo interval
in sec

300

History update
interval in sec

300

Types of messages

Peak hour
messages per
sec

Message size in Average
bytes
bandwidth
requirement
(Kbps)

Number of
messages
stored in a day

Storage per day Storage per
in MB
month in GB
for 1000 cell
sites

ping

1

64

0

0

0

0

Events
(Threshold cross)

10

500

8

10

0

0

History update

1

3846

6

288

1.1

32

Photo from camera

1

20000

32

288

5.5

166

7

198

Total

46

Based on the computation shown in Table 4-1, the following bandwidth and storage requirements are
recommended:
•

Storage requirement at the NOC per month for 1000 cell sites: 200GB

•

Storage requirement at the device to store data for one day when connectivity link is down: 7MB.
This does not include debug and log files.

•

Downlink bandwidth requirement is minimal as very minimal messages sent in the downlink
direction.

•

Bandwidth requirement between edge router and NOC with 5sec allowed message latency is 46Kbps

Bandwidth storage requirement for video surveillance is covered in the next section.
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Bandwidth and Storage Requirement for Video
Table 4-2 shows bandwidth and storage requirements including video.
Table 4-2

System Bandwidth and Storage Requirements with Video

Live Sensor Data

Quantity

Specification

Bandwidth

Storage per Day

50 Sensors

--

14Kbps

1MB

7Kbps to 96Kbps

0.3 to 4.8GB

History Sensor
Data
Maintenance Data
Still Picture

Resolution:
Lower Picture
Rate: One in 5 secs 1920x1080
High Picture Rate: Resolution:
1024x576
One in 1 secs

Video

Encoding: H.264

1080P HD Video

0.8 to 2Mbps

0.7 to 1.8GB

FPS: 2 to 8

720P HD Video

0.38 to 0.96 Mbps

0.3 to 0.9GB

Hours of Motion: 2
hours
•

Sensors + Photo need - 110Kbps

•

3G/4G backup link can handle the traffic including Video (3G - 1.6 Mbps, 4G - 10Mbps)

•

System can manage 7 to 30 days connectivity loss to NOC with no sensor data loss

•

Camera analytics and storing/streaming only event based video reduces bandwidth and storage

Server Sizing
Storage space requirement for 1000 cell sites for one-month data storage: 200GB. Up to 500 web clients
connect in parallel to the web server and MQTT. Server recommendations for different size network
deployment that are classified as Small, Medium, and Large are as follows:
•

Small instance 8GB RAM, 2 cores 100 GB

•

Medium instance: 16GB RAM, 4 cores 500 GB

•

Large instance: 32GB RAM, 8 cores 2TB

Data Backup

The server sizing does not reflect required storage and software for periodic updates. Customers are
required to use their in-house backup and restore procedures.

Server Sizing for Cloud-based NOC Deployment
Based on the number of cell sites, the network can be classified into three categories: small deployments
up to 100 cell sites, medium deployments up to 500 cell sites and large deployments up to 1000 cell sites.
A non-cloud-based NOC is recommended for deployments larger than 1000 cell sites.
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The server sizing in the cloud for four deployment categories is described below.

Small Deployments
Server sizing in the cloud up to 100 cell sites (Max: 10000 sensors total) is shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3

Server Specifications for Small Deployments

Server Sizing for ACP

2 medium-sized machines

Server Sizing for CAM

VM-1 hosting "one app server + one controller"
(1 Quad Core, 8GB RAM, 250GB disk space)

Medium Deployments
Server sizing in the cloud up to 500 cell sites (Max: 50000 sensors total) is shown in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4

Server Specification for Medium Deployments

Server Sizing for ACP

4 medium-sized machines
(Medium-sized server: 16GB RAM, 4 cores 500 GB)

Server Sizing for CAM

VM-1: hosting "one app server"
(1 Quad Core, 16GB RAM, 500GB disk space)
VM-2: hosting "one controller"
(1 Quad Core, 16GB RAM, 100GB disk space)

Large Deployments
Server sizing in the cloud up to 1000 cell sites (Max: 100000 sensors total) is shown in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5

Server Specification for Large Deployments

Server Sizing for ACP

2 small-sized machines, 8 medium-sized machines
(Setup of load balanced high availability machines to process the
large loads.)

Server Sizing for CAM

VM-1: hosting "one app server"
(2 Quad Core, 24GB RAM, 1TB disk space)
VM-2: hosting "one controller"
(1 Quad Core, 16GB RAM, 100GB disk space each)
VM-3: hosting "one controller"
(1 Quad Core, 16GB RAM, 100GB disk space each)

Super Large Deployments
Any setup larger than the ones described above will require clustered infrastructure and custom design,
depending on the customer environment and infrastructure. Database clustering for the Influx Database
is a paid enterprise license of the Influx vendor (https://portal.influxdata.com/) and varies depending on
cluster size.
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Server Sizing for On-Premises NOC Deployment
The server sizing requirement for on-premises deployment are the same as cloud deployment. The UCS
server selection for on-premises deployments is shown in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6

On-Premises Server Sizing and Selection

Small

Medium

Large

CPU cores

12

20

28

RAM

40GB

80GB

104GB

Disk

1.25TB

2.1TB

2.7TB

One UCS-C220M3 LFF box has (UCS-CPU-E52660B) 20 CPU cores, out of which two CPU cores are
reserved for the hypervisor. The remaining 18 CPU cores can be used by applications. Each box can have
up to 512GB of RAM. Up to four SAS drives with 1 TB (UCS-HDD1TI2F212) each are supported. With
RAID5, three drives per box are needed. Thus, per box, 2 TB disk space will be available.
The requirements for the small and medium deployments can be met with a single UCS-C220M3 LFF
box (considering 18 CPUs is acceptable). Large deployments will require two UCS-C220M3 LFF boxes.
External SAN storage is not considered for the current phase.

Server Sizing for Video
Video Support Architecture
Beginning with VSM 7.8, the VSOM software can now manage up to 500 media servers. Refer to VSOM
documentation for VSOM and Media server model recommendation at the following URL:
•

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/physical_security/video_surveillance/network/vsm/pe
rformance/vsm_7_performance.html - 44979

Some references to video bandwidth and storage calculators are given in the following URLs:
•

http://www.stardot.com/bandwidth-and-storage-calculator

•

https://cisco.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-1004649

•

https://cisco.jiveon.com/servlet/JiveServlet/downloadBody/1004467-102-1-1832248/Vconfigurator
%20V3.xlsx
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